WHO’S HIDING IN THE DESERT AND WATER?
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Everybody wears the coat that best suits them. Have you noticed that animals can be almost invisible when they blend into their environment? It’s because nature has taught them how to camouflage. In the desert, on the African savannah, or in the waters of the sea you can find creatures who are unbeatable at hide-and-seek. Let’s see if you can find all of them!
These animals are real smart cookies. Smaller octopuses can build their homes from seashells or coconut shells.

Hiding under water
How to hide in the ocean? Let the octopus show you. It’s a master of camouflage. Neither its enemies, nor its snack will notice it.

A magic trick
Not only it can change its colour, it can also change its pattern! It can look like sand, coral or even stone.

Danger!
When in danger, an octopus can shoot ink and hide itself in the dark cloud. While it dissolves, the octopus flees to a safe place.

Shelter
Some octopuses look for shelter – either a crack in a rock or even a lost vase or pipe.

Smart cookie
These animals are real smart cookies. Smaller octopuses can build their homes from seashells or coconut shells.

Phew!
Ha-ha!
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